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Course Accounting 

Subject General Theory of Law and Obligations 

Academic year 2023/2024 Curricular year 1st Study period 2nd semester 

Type of subject Compulsory 
Student workload 
(60H) 

Total: 140 Contact: 60 ECTS 5 

Professor(s) PhD Sérgio Miguel Tenreiro Tomás 

☒ Area/Group Coordinator 

☐ Head of Department 
(select) Phd Maria Manuela Santos Natário 

 

CLIQUE E SELECIONE A VERSÃO PRETENDIDA 

1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

It is intended that the student acquires knowledge and skills in the field of basic concepts of law, namely 

relating to the contractual domain, having underlying the objectives of the State and taxpayers. 

Specific objectives: 

1. The student should be able to explain the basic concepts of law: concept, purposes, legal rule, sources 

of rights, legal relationship, legal fact, business declaration. 

2. The student should be able to explain the basic concepts of the law of obligations: concept, sources, 

elements of obligation, contracts. 

3. The student should know how to use and apply the concepts mentioned above to practical situations 

in his future professional and personal life. 

2. PROGRAMME 

Chapter I - The Law 

1. Notion and meanings of the term Law 

2. Law as one of the normative orders of society 

3. Purposes of Law 

4. The interpretation and application of laws in time and space 

5. The legal norm: notion, structure and characteristics 

6. Sources of Law: notion and types of sources 

7. Legal relations: concept and elements. 

8. Legal facts 
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9. Exercise and protection of rights 

 

Chapter II - The Law of Obligations 

1. Concept and function of the obligation 

2. Sources of obligations: types 

3. Contract Law - fundamental principles 

4. General regime of the promissory contract 

5. Contracts in particular: General Provisions: purchase and sale, lending, loan, service provision. 

 

3. COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES 

Coherence is manifested in the fact that the explicit contents correspond to the outlined objectives, 

where the contents referred to in chapter I of the program correspond to specific objectives 1 and 3 and 

the contents referred to in chapter II of the program correspond to specific objectives 2 and 3. 

4. MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Mandatory: 
 

- Pereira, Manuel de Sousa Domingues das Neves (2019) - Introdução ao Direito e às Obrigações, 6.ª 

Edição, Coimbra, Almedina, ISBN 9789724082196 

Recommended: 
 

- Ascensão, José de Oliveira (2017) -  O Direito, Introdução e Teoria Geral, 13.ª Edição, Coimbra, Almedina, ISBN 

9789724024431 

- Quintas, Paula (2021) – Manual Prático de Direito das Obrigações, 4.ª Edição. Coimbra, Almedina, ISBN 

9789724097688  

- Santos Justo, António dos (2022) - Introdução ao Estudo do Direito, 13.ª edição, Lisboa, Petrony, ISBN 

9789726853237. 
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5. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES (INCLUDING EVALUATION) 

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES: 

Theoretical-practical expository method using audiovisual media; Case Study; Problem solving; Provision 

of e-learning content; Collaborative work tools; Periodic collaboration sessions. Teaching will be carried 

out through expository lessons, debates, problem solving, individual research (works), studies and case 

solving through extensive discussion in classes about the subject taught and its applicability to the 

concrete case and always with an appeal to students for the resolution of questions of a practical nature 

that will constantly be proposed. 

EVALUATION RULES: 

Continuous assessment: the student obtains approval when the weighted average of two factors is 

equal to or greater than ten values, being exempt from the exam. 

First factor: mandatory attendance, weighted with 70% of the final grade, on a date to be set by 

the ESTG Board. 

Second factor: mandatory completion of a work, with presentation and discussion, being 

delivered in paper format and digital support, weighted with 30% of the final grade. 

Assessment by exam in the normal period: the student obtains approval when the weighted average 

of two factors is equal to or greater than ten values, being exempt from the exam. 

First factor: mandatory attendance, weighted with 70% of the final grade, on a date to be set by 

the ESTG Board. 

Second factor: mandatory completion of a work, with presentation and discussion, being 

delivered in paper format and digital support, weighted with 30% of the final grade. 

Assessment by exam at the time of appeal: the student who has not passed the continuous assessment 

or by exam in the normal season, or has not taken it, obtains approval when taking the exam at the time 

of appeal with a classification equal to or greater than ten values , on an entire scale between zero and 

twenty, on a date set by the Board. 
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6. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND OBJECTIVES 

Theoretical-practical expository method using audiovisual means - gain knowledge in the area of General 

Theory of Law and Obligations through the dynamics of the learning process that is driven by the use of 

audiovisual means and distance learning platforms (moodle and colibri platforms /zoom); 

Case Studies and Problem Solving – gain knowledge and skills in order to understand the importance of 

the General Theory of Law and Obligations, implying a practical approach through case studies and 

problem solving; 

Provision of multimedia content in e-learning; 

Collaborative work tools - participate in an interventional and proactive way in the elaboration and 

discussion of new strategies and practices that allow you to develop a critical capacity for action at the 

level of analysis of the main concepts of the General Theory of Law and Obligations. 

Periodic collaboration sessions - reinforce your capacity for critical action and consolidate knowledge in 

order to gain skills that guarantee you a global vision to optimize your performance in the area of 

General Theory of Law and Obligations. 

7. ATTENDANCE 

Not applicable. 

8. CONTACTS AND OFFICE HOURS 

Professor: Sérgio Tenreiro Tomas (smt@estg.ipp.pt)  

ESTG Office, Phone: + 351 271 220 120 

Scientific Area Coordinator: Manuela Natário 

ESTG Office, Phone: + 351 271 220 120 

 

Opening hours: Monday from 9.30 am to 10.30 am and 16.00 pm to 17.00 pm (but beforehand, an email 

must be sent to smt@estg.ipp.pt   to schedule the day and time of the service to be agreed). 
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9. OTHERS 

Not applicable. 

DATE 

19 de fevereiro de 2024 

SIGNATURES 

 

Professor 

 

(signature) 

Area/Group Coordinator 

 

  


